WHY SKYLINE?

4 OF THE MOST COMMON Property
Management Problems
Between the changes in property management over the past few years and the challenges that
have persisted in the sector for decades, property management professionals have a lot to
contend with on a daily basis. So, like every other industry, these businesses must turn to
technology to help. That’s where SKYLINE ﬁts into the property management sector, but what
exactly does SKYLINE do for these organizations? Here are four of the industry’s most common
problems and how SKYLINE can solve them.

A Paperless Industry with a Paper Habit

THE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SECTOR HAS PUT PAPER IN THE PAST,
and businesses have evolved their processes,
but some things still require physical
documentation.

With SKYLINE, property management ofﬁces
can digitize all of their leases, notices,
invoices, site plans and legal documents,
allowing them to meet requirements as well as
embrace the digital world of business.

Managed Entity Turnover

TOO FREQUENTLY, property owners decide
to relocate their portfolios to new
management ﬁrms, as this industry is highly
competitive and every little differentiator
counts.

Property managers can stay on the cutting
edge with SKYLINE, using this software to
convince owners that can they quickly and
accurately import previous information, as
well as better manage data and properties
for years to come.

Budgeting, Billing and the Backend

Nowadays, small property management
ofﬁces have many different tasks to perform,
with a majority existing in the
FINANCIAL REALM – rent collection,
budgeting, retail sales tracking and other
accounting needs.

SKYLINE provides property management
businesses with all the ﬁnancial processing
capabilities that they demand in the
modern era, allowing tenants to pay rent
online, enabling professionals to simply
manage budgets and offering
report-generating features.

Millennials

UNLIKE BABY BOOMERS,
MILLENNIALS ARE EXPECTED TO
RENT LONGER. This will drastically affect
the property management industry for
years to come, as they continue to settle
down in apartments in urban settings over
the next ﬁve years.

SKYLINE enables property managers to
collect data today and put it to use tomorrow
with a feature set that only becomes more
rich and advanced with each update.
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